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Abstract  : This paper presents the structure of our tool Marrella the construction of which 
has been motivated by practical problems in the context of simulation and parallel program 
debugging, where the correct evaluation of global properties requires a careful analysis of 
the causal structure of the execution. The underlying model is based on prime event 
structures that are considered as exhibiting all the behaviors of distributed programs : the 
tool gives the possibilities of generating one, some or all of their executions. On one hand, 
a careful implementation spares memory ; on the other hand, precise and neat algorithms 
benefit from the trace properties of prime event structures and thus gain in avoiding the 
enumerations of equivalent interleavings. 

1 - In t roduc t i on  

It is now well known and recognized that one execution of a distributed program may be 
symbolized by a partial order. In the same spirit, we claim that prime event structures can 
be used to exhibit in a single object all possible executions. Thus their use may become of 
a great help for both formal specifications, simulations and verifications of such programs. 
Inherently, our method is based on prime event stnictures and exploits technics that unfold 
the behaviors of programs into acyclic nets. In fact and although not formulated in that 
terms, this idea has already been used for verification purposes in [MaeM. 92] where 
unfoldings of occurrence Petri Nets are constructed. In case of distributed programs and as 
it partially avoids the famous state explosion problem, we think that this model is well 
adapted for efficient simulations, even exhaustive, thus for verifications. Substantial 
efficiencies are obtained as the enumeration of all possible interleaving are avoided. 
Therefore our tool Marrella has heavily been based on these prime event structures. 

2 - The Levels in  M a r r e l l a  

The description of the system is made at three distinct levels. Starting with a concrete 
distributed asynchronous algorithm, the tool Marrella implements an object ~ that 
describes both the network and the algorithm~ It allows to construct [9(~), the graph of 
states of the system, actually implemented either totally or piece by piece in case it is too 
big ; this graph is shown to be isomorphic to the graph of configurations of some prime 
event structure b ~ : Y(~) -- P.,onf(&). This prime event structure g_~'constitutes our abstract 
level, not implemented but used to derive properties of ~(Sq), therefore to build efficient 

algorithms. 
This is to put side by side to the partial order associated with any distributed computation 
that is used to verify the associated lattice of ideals. 

The real implemented object : a distributed program 
First of all, the really implemented object ~ is some kind of network the nodes of which 
are automaton equipped with buffers and communicating by channels ; this specification is 
very closed to an implementation using an Estelle like language [Amb. 96]. 

I This work has partially been supported by the inter PRC project "ModUles et Preuvez du 
Paralltlisme" of the french MESR. 
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The static description involves a network of communicating asynchronous processes 
together with a collection of in-coming and out-coming buffers : a set of processes and for 
any process p a set Act(p) of firable actions, a set State(p) of (local) states, at last sets 
Mes(p) of messages and Buff(p) of buffers. 
The dynamic part expresses the ability for any process to fire actions, to change states and 
to send messages. As a basic hypothesis is that the system is asynchronous and without 
shared memory, the resulting functions are locally testable. For every process p, rifts the 
boolean function gp : State(p) • Buff(p) • Act(p) --- Boolean allows to compute the 
enable actions. Second, if an action "a" is possible at state "s" by process "p" with buffers 
"b", then fp(s,b,a) and hp(s,b,a) express the resulting modifications where fp and hp are 
local functions, fp : State(p) x Buff(p) x Act(p) --, State(p) x Buff(p) and hp : State(p) 
• Buff(p) • Act(p) - Buff(q1) x ... x Buff(qv). 

s 0 a  

s~ab 

sob 

Independent computations of the modifications due to independent actions 

A global state of such a system is a collection of local states sk together with the contents 
of in-coming and out-coming buffers B k. Given an initial (global) state, the labeled graph 
of states of the system is classically defined as the graph whose nodes are the reachable 
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states (s], o.:, Sn, B1 . . . . .  Bn), expressing the fact that every process Pk has reach a state sk 
and buffers Bk ; the arrows are labeled by the (individual) actions used to perform the step. 
We use another graph ~ ( ~ ) ,  which is called the unfolded labeled graph of states of the 
system : if at the current stage every process Pk has executed a sequence w k of actions, 
reaching state s k and buffers B k, then the associated global unfolded state is (s] . . . . .  Sn, B1, 
.... Bn, [wl] . . . . .  [Wn] ), where [Wk]. is the trace equivalence class of the sequence of actions 
w n. It is clear that any construction and exploration of the unfolded graph ~ ( ~ )  allows a 
similar approach on the graph of states. 

The abstract level : a prime event structure gP 
At an abstract level, the description uses a labeled prime event structure that will no tbe  
constructed but is useful both to understand the properties of the graph and to derive an 
algorithm for constructing it. Whereas a partial order representation stands for one 
execution of a distributed program, an event structure exhibits in a single object all its 
possible executions. In that sense event structures are closed to Petri Nets with which they 
have strong connections [Nie. Plo. Win. 81], [Wins. Niel. 95], while prime event structures 
are a special case related to traces [Maz. 87]. 
The semantic naive interpretation of a labeled prime event structure ~' = (E, <, #, Z., A, 7r, 
P) describes A as the set of actions possible by processes p in P and elements of E as 
occurrences of actions performed by these processes during the executions : e e E, ~(e) = p 
and ~(e) = a may be understood as : an event e will .be performed by the process p that fires 
the action a. The relation < is the classical happened before Lamport relation [Lam. 78] 
whereas the conflict # may be viewed as the impossibility for two events to belong to the 
same behavior : at some point of the execution a choice has been made between two events 
and in consequence events that causally follow one of them will never follow the other. 
Similarly to PoSets for which the graph is a lattice of ideals 1, event structures theory gives 
a great place to the notion of configurations which are there an account of global states : a 
configuration is any past closed and conflict free subset of events. The graph of 
configurations is classically defined as the transition system ~onf(b ~ = (~f(b~ E, ~,  ~ ) 
where ~f(O')  is the set of finite configurations and (C, e, C)  e --* iff e ~ C and C' = C u 

{e}. 
It is well known that the set of configurations of an event structure satisfies certain 
important domains properties and that the original structure may be recovered from its set 
of configurations using prime elements [Nie. Plo. Win. 81]. These properties are not far 
from those of lattices : these latter are prime event structures with an empty conflict 
relation. Here the set of finite configurations is no longer a lattice but admits however a 
formal characterization : it may be called a budding lattice. 

The symbolic level : a budding lattice ~r 
The last description of the system consists in 9 (N) ,  the unfolded labeled graph of 
reachable states which arises to be isomorphic to the graph of configurations of a prime 
event structure. 

Theorem 

~ ( N ) ,  the unfo lded  graph of  states associated to the start ing real object  N above,  

is i somorphic  to ~onf(b~  the PoSer of  finite configurat ions  of  some labeled event  

structure. 

1 Ideals being also called global sates or consistent cuts. 
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Therefore, using this result, efficient constructions and traversals of this graph are 
implemented in our tool Marrella [Arab. Roz. 96]. 

3 - Conclusion 

The first interest of such a construction is that Marrella uses algorithms that benefit by this 
structure of budding lattice : applied to prime event structures, we combine techniques that 
are well known on partial orders as on-the-fly model checking [Fer. Mou. Jar. Jrr. 92], 
traces [Kat. Pel. 92], [Pel. 94] and partial order reductions [God. Wol. 91], [Val. 93], [Esp. 
93]. This lead to optimal algorithms that construct either a tree ~ that covers the graph or 
the graph Y itself ; note that, depending on the size, they may either be totally constructed 
or investigated piece by piece. Similarly, these properties are used to derive adequate 
simulation strategies [Amb. Roz. 96]. 
The second interest lies in the implementation : as event structures clearly exhibit the 
notion of event, the construction and the simulation identify events without ambiguity, thus 
the action of a given event is computed, executed and stored only once, what is a notable 
profit both in time and space. Moreover, independent actions may be executed 
independently on distinct parts of the memory, thus distributed simulations are 
conceivable. 
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